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Top News

- **Controls Tighten Around Activist Feng Zhenghu**: Feng Zhenghu, the activist who now has been under house arrest in Shanghai for four months, continues to face heightened harassment. Most recently, authorities cut down branches outside of his residence so it would be easier to monitor him, and they also forced Feng to remove posters he had placed in his window as protest against his illegal detention.

- **Two Tibetans Imprisoned, One Tibetan Monk Dies After Torture**: In early June, two Tibetans were sent to prison, reportedly for refusing housing built by the government and after protesting in April against officials who many villagers believe had embezzled funds earmarked for the construction project. In addition, a Tibetan monk died in detention in Sichuan Province after being beaten and tortured, with no compensation offered to the victim’s family.
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Arbitrary Detention

Tibetans Sent to Prison After Refusing Government-Built Housing

Two ethnic Tibetans from the tense Aba (Tibetan: Ngaba) Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture in Sichuan Province were sent to prison in early June, reportedly for refusing to accept houses built with government aid, and also after protesting what was widely perceived as official corruption tied to the construction project. On June 2, the Aba County People’s Court sentenced Pulten (布丹) to three years’ imprisonment and Gyurko (杰果) to two years in prison, though the precise charges against them remain unclear. Pulten and Gyurko are among many residents who refused to accept keys to small houses built by the local government because they were being required to pay 10,000 RMB (nearly US$ 1,600) plus interest, for a total cost of 80,000 RMB (approx. US$ 12,500) per home. Before the cost requirements became known, the housing was supposedly being provided as free government aid. On April 14, Adhue villagers protested official moves to publicly honor local officials who they believed had embezzled public funds for the housing project. Armed police set upon the protesters, and nearly 100 villagers were injured and up to 20 detained in the incident. Besides Pulten and Gyurko, most of the others detained have reportedly been released, but Pema (白玛) of Peke Village is still being held in Ngaba County. Ngaba County is particularly tense as it is one of the major areas where self-immolations have taken place and also where anti-Chinese government demonstrations broke out in 2008. (TCHRD)

Disabled Chongqing Petitioner Sent to RTL for 15 Months

A disabled petitioner from Chongqing, Dai Yuequan (戴月权), has been given a 15-month Re-education through Labor (RTL) punishment after being detained for seeking redress for grievances related to workplace injuries in Beijing. Interceptors from Tongliang County seized Dai on May 11 near the residence he was renting in the capital, and proceeded to blindfold, handcuff, and beat him. After Dai was forcibly returned to Chongqing, local police authorities informed Dai’s family that he was being criminally detained on charges of “disrupting social order.” Dai was then taken to the Xishanping RTL facility on June 11. Besides being beaten, Dai told his wife during a visit that his health has declined in the RTL facility and he has also been forced to undergo “training.” Dai Yuequan began petitioning after suffering a debilitating injury while making repairs in a reservoir and receiving little financial compensation to cover lost wages and medical costs. (CHRD)

Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment and Punishment

Tibetan Monk Tortured, Dies in Custody

A Tibetan monk has reportedly died after being tortured in police custody in Ganzi (Tibetan: Kardze) Tibetan Autonomous Prefectures in Sichuan Province, according to the Tibetan Centre for Human Rights and Democracy (TCHRD). Karwang (卡旺) was seized in Xinlong (Tibetan: Nyagrong) County in mid-May
on suspicion of putting up posters calling for Tibetan independence on the walls of a government building. The 36-year-old Karwang, who was from Nyagrong Monastery, was detained for about one week in Kangding (Tibetan: Dartsedo) County as authorities forced him to confess. Karwang refused to confess and was reportedly beaten and tortured before dying days later in detention. Authorities in Kangding then contacted Karwang’s relatives, who went to collect the monk’s body and brought it back to Xinlong while accompanied by armed police and several police vehicles. (TCHRD)

Harassment of Activists

Shanghai Police Step Up Control As Activist Feng Zhenghu Reaches Four Months of House Arrest

As the illegal house arrest of Shanghai activist Feng Zhenghu (冯正虎) meets its four-month mark, authorities have stepped up measures to restrict Feng’s freedom and harass him. Authorities have had branches outside the balcony connected to Feng’s residence cut off since a surveillance camera was being blocked by the limbs and leaves. In addition, authorities from the Wujiaochang Police Station ordered Feng to take down two posters—reading “Prisoner Feng Zhenghu” and “Under House Arrest for 115 Days”—that he had pasted in his window on June 20 to protest his ongoing detention. After the incident, Feng was summoned to the Daqiao Police Station and held until the early evening.

During Feng Zhenghu’s house arrest, which began on February 27, police officers from the Shanghai Public Security Bureau have prevented him from leaving his apartment on his own, and his relatives, friends, and supporters also have been blocked from visiting him. Among other deprivations, Feng’s phone has been tapped, cell phone confiscated, and internet connection cut off. (CHRD, CRLW)

Beijing Netizen Forced to Move After Seeing Chen Guangcheng’s Relatives in Shandong

Beijing netizen and writer Lu Haitao (卢海涛) is being evicted from his residence by his landlord, most likely due to Lu’s ties to activist Chen Guangcheng (陈光诚), which include a recent visit to Chen’s relatives in Shandong Province. In the third week of June, Lu visited Chen Guangcheng’s mother and one of his older brothers, Chen Guangfu (陈光福), in Dongshigu Village. While Lu was on his way back to Beijing, his wife told him by phone that their landlord—who is likely under pressure from authorities—wanted them to vacate their home. This is only the latest incident of harassment against Lu, who has been an ardent supporter of Chen Guangcheng. In December 2011, Lu was given a 10-day administrative detention for “unlawful gathering” after he and others held banners expressing support for Chen in Linyi People’s Square. Lu then faced incessant police interrogation following Chen’s escape from house arrest on April 22, and Lu’s wife suffered a miscarriage after being harassed and summoned by police for days.
Though Dongshigu is no longer under lockdown, Chen Guangcheng clearly remains a very sensitive subject. Local authorities have issued warnings about not discussing Chen Guangcheng, and also have threatened Chen Guangfu’s family members with retaliation if they give media interviews or contact anyone outside the village. Chen Guangfu’s son, Chen Kegui (陈可贵), remains in police custody since being arrested in early May on a charge of “intentional homicide” after he wielded knives to fend off local officials and thugs who entered their family home in late April. (CHRD)

**Sichuan Activist Chen Yunfei Blocked From Going Abroad for Exchange Program**

On June 16, authorities in Sichuan Province blocked activist Chen Yunfei (陈云飞) from boarding a plane to Europe, where Chen was going to take part in a human rights program. Border control officers and armed police at Chengdu Shuangliu International Airport stopped Chen from boarding a flight to Amsterdam, where he planned to switch planes for Geneva to attend the program. National security officers subsequently questioned Chen about his purpose in going abroad. Chen was eventually let go. Chen Yunfei has been the target of police harassment for many years due to his human rights activism. (CHRD)
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